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Comprehensive Assessment of Fine-Grained
Wound Images Using a Patch-Based CNN
With Context-Preserving Attention
Ziyang Liu , Emmanuel Agu , Peder Pedersen , Clifford Lindsay, Bengisu Tulu , and Diane Strong

Abstract—Goal: Chronic wounds affect 6.5 million Americans. Wound assessment via algorithmic analysis of smartphone images has emerged as a viable option for remote assessment. Methods: We comprehensively score
wounds based on the clinically-validated Photographic
Wound Assessment Tool (PWAT), which comprehensively
assesses clinically important ranges of eight wound attributes: Size, Depth, Necrotic Tissue Type, Necrotic Tissue Amount, Granulation Tissue type, Granulation Tissue
Amount, Edges, Periulcer Skin Viability. We proposed a
DenseNet Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) framework
with patch-based context-preserving attention to assess
the 8 PWAT attributes of four wound types: diabetic ulcers, pressure ulcers, vascular ulcers and surgical wounds.
Results: In an evaluation on our dataset of 1639 wound
images, our model estimated all 8 PWAT sub-scores with
classification accuracies and F1 scores of over 80%. Conclusions: Our work is the first intelligent system that autonomously grades wounds comprehensively based on criteria in the PWAT rubric, alleviating the significant burden
that manual wound grading imposes on wound care nurses.
Index Terms—Chronic wounds, deep learning, medical
imaging, smartphone assessment, transfer learning.
Impact Statement— We proposed a CNN Densenet with
context-preserving attention mechanism that assess all 8
PWAT sub-scores for chronic wound images and achieves
classification accuracies and F1 scores of over 0.8.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Motivation: Over 6.5 million people in the US (or approximately 2% of the population [1]) have chronic wounds with a
high prevalence in the elderly population [2], [3] and cost the
healthcare system over $25 billion annually [4]. Chronic wounds
are often painful and require proper treatment in order to heal
properly. Care of chronic wounds involves cleaning, debridement, changing of dressings and using antibiotics [5]. Without
proper care, such wounds may become infected [6] or cause
limbs to be amputated. Due to the large and growing number
of chronic wounds, there is an increasing demand for more
efficient chronic wound care, especially information technology
solutions that assist the work of medical personnel and reduces
the cost of care. Some background and detailed descriptions
of the various types of chronic wounds can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.
Smartphone-based image analyses has emerged as a viable
option for remote wound assessment [7]–[10]. Since 2011, our
group has been researching and developing the Smartphone
Wound Analysis and Decision-Support (SmartWAnDS) [11]–
[14]. SmartWAnDS autonomously analyzes chronic wound images captured using smartphone cameras and provide wound
care recommendations to patients and their caregivers. The
envisioned SmartWAnDS system will allow patients to receive
standardized feedback on their wounds in their homes between
hospital visits, engaging patients in the care of their wounds. It
can also provide care recommendations to assist wound nurses in
remote locations when wound doctors are temporarily unavailable. The best care and recommended treatment for a wound are
based on its healing progress and condition. Thus at any point
in time, before deciding on the recommended treatment, the
wound’s healing progress since the preceding examination has to
be graded (scored). The research presented in this work describes
the SmartWAnDS module that autonomously grades wound
healing status based on its visual appearance in a smartphone
photograph.
In collaboration with wound experts, our group created a
WoundNet, a large chronic wound image dataset that contains
1639 chronic wound images in total. WoundNet contains four
types of wounds: diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers, vascular
ulcers and surgical wounds. Venous ulcers and arterial ulcers are
the two main types of vascular ulcers. These types of chronic
wounds were included in our WoundNet dataset because they
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TABLE I
PRIOR WORK ON ASSESSING WOUND ATTRIBUTES RELATED TO THE 8 PWAT SUB-SCORES

are the most common types seen by wound experts at hospitals.
Table II(a) summarizes the statistics of the wound types in our
WoundNet repository. Fig. 2(a) shows example diabetic, venous,
arterial and pressure ulcers.
In this paper, we propose a patch-based neural networks-based
method with context-preserving attention [25] to assess four
different wound types (diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers,
vascular ulcers and surgical wounds), which analyzed a smartphone image of a wound to assess its healing status. To comprehensively assess wounds in WoundNet and generate ground
truth labels for training our neural networks model, each wound
image was assessed using the Photographic Wound Assessment
Tool (PWAT), a clinically validated wound grading rubric [26]–
[28]. The PWAT wound rubric evaluates eight attributes of
wounds [28] that can be extracted visually from an image: 1) Size
2) Depth 3) Necrotic Tissue Type 4) Necrotic Tissue Amount
5) Granulation Tissue Type 6) Granulation Tissue Amount 7)
Edges and 8) Skin viability. Each PWAT sub-score grades a
single wound attribute with a score of 0 (best), 1, 2, 3 or 4
(worst). PWAT grading yields 8 wound sub-scores and all 8
PWAT sub-scores are summed to generate a total PWAT wound
score (max = 32). Higher PWAT scores indicate a worse wound
condition. In the rest of this paper the PWAT sub-scores for

Necrotic Tissue Type, Necrotic Tissue Amount, Granulation Tissue Type and Granulation Tissue Amount are abbreviated as Nec
Type, Nec Amount, Gran Type and Gran Amount respectively. A
table that presents detail descriptions of each PWAT sub-score
and their corresponding grading criteria can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.
Novelty of our work: Our work is addresses limitations
of prior work include that they have 1) not assessed wounds
comprehensively based on a validated wound rubric and instead only a few selected wound attributes or assessed a single
wound type, or 2) Focused on the simpler binary classification
task of detecting the presence (yes/no) of specific tissue types.
We advance the state-of-the-art by comprehensively scoring
wounds based on the clinically-validated Photographic Wound
Assessment Tool (PWAT) grading rubric. We are also the first
to formulate wound image classification as a fine-grained image
classification problem due to the high inter-class similarity of
wound images. Table I summarizes related work demonstrating
that they typically assessed only a few wound attributes and
did not comprehensively assess wounds. A detailed analysis
and comparison of the limitation of related work is presented
in Table I in the supplementary materials. A brief description of
the fine-grained image classification problem in computer vision
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Fig. 1. Our chronic wound image assessment system comprehensively assesses chronic wound healing status based on its visual appearance
in a smartphone photograph, which uses a deep learning framework with patch-based context-preserving attention mechanism.

Fig. 2. (a) Examples of diabetic, venous, arterial and pressure ulcers wound types (left to right) (b) Example wound images corresponding to
PWAT Necrotic Amount scores 0 (left) to 4 (right). The target sub-classes (Necrotic amount scores) can appear quite similar visually, posing a
fine-grained image classification problem.

is also shown in the Supplementary Materials. Fig. 2 illustrates
the fine-grained nature of PWAT sub-score prediction and (b)
shows example images corresponding to scores 0 to 4 for the
subscore Nec Amount (left to right) based on the PWAT necrotic
tissue wound grading rubric. As shown in Fig. 2(b) wounds that
fall into different PWAT wound classes are quite challenging to

distinguish visually based on the type or amount of a specific
types of tissue shown in the wound images.
Our contributions: There are three main contributions in this
paper:
1) In collaboration with wound experts, we created WoundNet,
a large dataset of 1639 chronic wound images of four types
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF TYPES OF WOUNDS AND PWAT SUB-SCORES OF IMAGES IN
TEXTITWOUNDNET DATASET

Fig. 3. (a) Example of our wound annotation app (b) Example of
wound segmentation mask.

(diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers, vascular ulcers and surgical
wounds). Each image in WoundNet was annotated with the 8
sub-scores in the PWAT wound grading rubric. This large wound
image repository made deep learning methods feasible.
2) We innovatively proposed a deep learning framework with
patch-based context-preserving attention mechanism [25] that
utilized the DenseNet neural network [29] to comprehensively
assess all 8 PWAT sub-scores and also dealt with the challenging fine-grained image task of recognizing clinically-important
grades of wound.
3) We performed rigorous evaluations of our proposed model
and its components. Our results show that our proposed patchbased Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) with contextpreserving attention mechanism that utilized DenseNet performed well, preserving the global context between the patches.
Our model achieves classification accuracies and F1 scores of
over 0.8 for fine-grained classification of all 8 PWAT sub-scores.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section introduces our proposed neural networks-based
method for estimating PWAT subscores of wounds. Sub-section
II-A describes WoundNet, our chronic wound image dataset.
Sub-section II-B gives a system overview of the deep learning
architecture that includes the context-preserving patch attention
mechanism and DenseNet. Sub-section II-C describes the patch
context-preserving attention mechanism. Sub-section II-D defines our evaluation metrics and describes our experiment. The
supplementary materials introduces the DenseNet121 neural
network architecture [29] used in our current chronic wound
assessment system, discusses its advantages and explains our
reason for selecting DenseNet121. The supplementary materials
also describes other neural networks models utilized as baselines
in this study, including ResNet [30] and Bi-linear Convolutional
Neural Network (Bi-CNN) [31].

A. WoundNet Dataset and Preprocessing
Our WoundNet chronic wound image dataset contains 1639
images in total. 1323 of these images were provided by the
University of Massachusetts Memorial Medical Center from
their archives. 114 wound images were captured by our research
group using a mechanical wound imaging box that ensured
consistent imaging distance, angle and lighting. 202 wound
images were collected from the Internet using an image search.
All images in WoundNet were labeled with all 8 PWAT subscores based on the PWAT subscore scoring instruction. PWAT
sub-scores 1 through 7 were assigned values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 and
were modeled as 5-class classification problems. As PWAT subscore 8 can only be assigned values 0, 1 and 2, it was modeled
as a 3-class classification problem. The number of WoundNet
images that were assigned each of the 8 PWAT sub-scores are
summarized in Table II(b).
Some of our original wound images were poorly captured,
posing challenges for image analyses. For instance, some images
had very small wounds with large background areas. Some
images had wounds that were too large and were mostly occupied by wound and skin area. To make the wound images
more consistent in our dataset, we pre-processed the images
using the following steps. First, we segmented the wound and
the skin out of the whole image using a wound annotation
app developed in our previous research [32], which is shown
in Fig. 3(a). This segmentation app implemented the deep
extreme cuts algorithm proposed by Mananis et al. [33] that
ensured consistent, systematic wound image segmentation. A
detailed description about deep extreme cuts can be found in
the Supplementary Materials. Then segmentation mask of the
wound yielded by the extreme cuts algorithm was then used as a
bounding box to crop the skin and the wound area out from the
original wound image. The cropped wound images were resized
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Fig. 4. (a) Our chronic wound image analysis system including our annotation app, segmenatation, patch generation and assessment using
our novel patch-based CNN with context-preserving attention architecture (b) Patch Attention DenseNet architecture (c) Context-Preserving Patch
Attention Mechanism.

to a dimension of 512 × 512 × 3. An example of an original
wound, its segmentation mask, and cropped image is shown in
Fig. 3(b).
B. Overview of Our Wound Assessment System
The diagram of our entire chronic wound image analysis
system is shown in Fig. 4(a). It describes the whole system
from the first step of capturing wound images using smartphone
cameras to finally estimating all 8 PWAT sub-scores. Our deep
learning architecture for PWAT sub-score prediction is shown
in Fig. 4(b). We adopted a trainable end-to-end deep learning
architecture that we call Patch Attention DenseNet [25]. It
combines DenseNet121 [29] with a context-preserving patch
attention mechanism that preserves the global context between
the wound’s patches and combines both local and global image

information. Local information such as wound tissue types in
each patches should be combined with global context information such as the relative positions of parts of the wound
region to provide a robust assessment of the overall condition
of the wound. For images as complex as wound images, simple
methods of combining the results of predictions on patches such
as averaging or maximum are simple local operations that fail
to integrate global context information from different patches
that is required to comprehensively assess the overall wound
condition. The context-preserving patch attention block was
inserted into the pre-trained standard DenseNet121 architecture
as shown in Fig. 4(b). This block was inspired by channel-wise
attention [34], which uses attention across patches. Using a
wound image with dimension 512 × 512 × 3 as input, our Patch
Attention DenseNet architecture predicts the sub-class (e.g 0, 1,
2, 3 or 4) of the input image for one of the PWAT sub-scores.
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C. Context-Preserving Patch Attention Mechanism
The calculation process of each step in a convolutional neural
network can be interpreted as a mapping function Ftr taking an
input feature tensor αin and generates an output feature tensor
αout expressed as αout = Ftr (αin ). With patches as input from
the original image, the output feature tensor of the mapping can
be interpreted as a collection of the local descriptors that are
expressive for the whole image. Instead of simply averaging
or applying other methods to the prediction for each patch
from the output of the network, our context-preserving attention
mechanisms maps each patch’s output in a way that leverages the
contextual information from the outputs of other patches. It is
necessary to capture patch dependencies by providing them with
access to global information. Modelling patch interdependencies
enhances the learning process of the convolutional features and
increases the network’s sensitivity to informative features that
can be exploited by the subsequent mapping in the network.
The patch attention mechanism can provide the mapping for
each patch with access to global information using 2 steps
that are similar to the squeeze and excitation in Squeeze-andExcitation Networks [34]. The squeeze and excitation steps
allow the Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks to gain access to
global spatial information and perform dynamic channel-wise
feature recalibration by modelling channel interdependencies.
This mechanism recalibrates filter responses before they are
input into the next mapping.
The calculation process of the attention mechanism is shown
in Fig. 4(c). The original model input α has a dimension NX ×
NY × H × W × C, where NX is the batch size, NY is the number of crops and H × W × C are the crop dimensions. All crops
in the batch dimension are stacked so that the model input’s dimension becomes NX NY × H × W × C. When the attention
module is at layer u, NX and NY were separated to change the
feature tensor αu into dimension NX × NY × Hu × Wu × Cu .
To apply the attention module, the initial patch weights wu
with the size NX × NY is created using global average pooling
over the feature tensor’s last three dimensions. It is the global average pooling over Hu × Wu × Cu and wuc is the c-th element
of wu :
wuc

Hu 
Wu 
Cu

1
=
uc
Hu × Wu × Cu j =1 j =1 j =1
h

w

(1)

c

This step is inspired from the squeeze step in the Squeeze-andExcitation Networks [34], in which it squeezes global spatial
information into a channel descriptor to generate channel-wise
statistics. On the other hand, the patch attention mechanism
we applied generates patch-wise statistics over the 9 wound’s
patches. The statistics are expressive for the whole image and
will be used for calculating the final patches weight in next step.
After aggregating information in the squeeze step, Squeezeand-Excitation Networks [34] apply a simple gating mechanism
with a sigmoid activation, which aims to fully capture channelwise dependencies. Inspired from the Squeeze-and-Excitation
Networks, the patch attention mechanism uses a similar but
simplified step to capture patch-wise dependencies. The fullyconnected attention layer fua that has the learnable parameters
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θ au with size NY × NY transforms the patch weights. Then, the
transformed weights are substituted into a sigmoid activation
function σ as σ(fua (wu )) ∈ [0, 1] and the final patches weight
wut are generated.
wut = σ(fua (wu ))

(2)

The final patches weights wut with dimension NX × NY
are then multiplied by the original feature tensor αu with
size NX × NY × Hu × Wu × Cu element-wisely. Thus, the
patches’ weights are learned. Here wut and αu multiplied
element-wisely and obtain the final output of the block α̃u .
α̃uc = wutc αuc

(3)

α̃u = [α̃u1 , α̃u2 , . . ., α̃uc ]

(4)

The dimension of the tensor α̃u is then changed to NX NY ×
Hu × Wu × Cu for subsequent steps in the network. The deep
learning model’s predictions on crops are averaged at the output.
Although we inserted this attention mechanism at the beginning
and end of our architecture, it can flexibly be placed at a different
location in the network.
D. Evaluation
1) Evaluation Metrics: Our deep learning architecture was
evaluated using 4 performance measures: test set accuracy,
weighted F1 score, multi-class sensitivity and multi-class specificity. Test set accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number
of images in the test set that were correctly classified by the
model divided by the total number of images in the test set. The
weighted F1 score is defined as:

F 1score =

5


wi

i=1

2 × Pi × R i
Pi + R i

(5)

where Pi and Ri can be calculated as:
Pi =

T Pi
T Pi + F Pi

(6)

Ri =

T Pi
T P i + F Ni

(7)

In the above equations, T Pi represents the number of True
Positives of class i, F Pi is the number of False Positives of
class i, T Ni for True Negative of class i and F Ni for False
Negative of class i. wi is the weight, which represents the
proportion of class i images in the test dataset. We note that due
to class imbalance in our wound dataset, it was important to also
evaluate the model using the F1 score, sensitivity and specificity
in addition to accuracy. Using only testing accuracy as our metric
would encourage the correct classification of classes with more
instances and neglect classes with fewer instances. We utilized
multi-class sensitivity and multi-class specificity to evaluate our
architecture, defined as:
5

multiclass sensitivity =

T Pi
1
5 i=1 T Pi + F Ni

(8)
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5

T Ni
1
multiclass specificity =
5 i=1 T Ni + F Pi

(9)

2) Experiments: First, as a pilot experiment, we explored
whether our model could benefit from data augmentation, which
has been utilized to boost model performance in some prior
work [35]–[37]. We trained the ResNet50 model on our WoundNet chronic wound dataset with and without data augmentation.
We applied rotation, flipping and translation augmentations to
each image.
Second, we studied the performance of our context-preserving
patch-based attention method on WoundNet, our chronic wound
dataset. We conducted the following experiments. For each
PWAT sub-score, we trained the model using 5-fold cross validation on our data with a test set of 10% of the entire dataset.
We also ensured that the distribution of images of each PWAT
sub-score ([0,1,2,3,4] per bin for sub-scores 1–7 and ([0,1,2] for
sub-score 8, Skin) in the test set was the same as their distribution
in the entire dataset. Due to various sources of randomness in
the deep learning model such as random weight initialization
and the randomness in batch gradient descent during training,
it was possible that the model could converge to different local
minimums. To ensure that our results were stable, we trained
each fold 3 times with the same training and test sets. Thus,
there were 15 training results per PWAT sub-score. We adopted
a two-step model training strategy, which involved transfer
learning. We froze the model’s weights on the early layers and
fine-tuned its last layer.
Third, we investigated the performance boost attributable to
the context-preserving patch mechanism on our chronic wound
image dataset. The Patch Attention DenseNet121 architecture
we adopted was trained with an image of size 512 × 512 × 3.
Each input image was cropped to 9 patches. Using a fewer number of patches such as 4 patches will not fully utilize the patch attention mechanism. Using a higher number of patches such as 16
patches will make the cropped images too small. To explore the
effectiveness of context-preserving patch attention mechanism,
we compared the model’s performance in predicting sub-score 2
(Depth) with and without the context-preserving patch attention
mechanism. To explore the effects of varying patch size, we
compared the Patch Attention DenseNet121 model’s performance with image sizes 512 × 512 × 3 and 256 × 256 × 3. We
also compared our model to standard DenseNet121 with patches
generated from original images but no attention mechanism, and
also to DenseNet121 and ResNet50 with no patches or attention
mechanism.

III. RESULTS
A. Training and Testing Accuracy Trajectories
Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) show a sample of the trajectories of the
training and testing set accuracies for all 8 PWAT sub-scores.
The training and testing accuracy trajectories plotted are for
the same best set results of the 5 folds that are shown above.
In these two figures, the number index i corresponds to the ith
PWAT sub-score. For example, train1 is the training accuracy for
sub-score 1 (Size). The training and testing accuracies converged

and stabilized after about 75 epochs. The differences between
training and testing accuracies were small indicating that the
model generalized well to the test set.
B. Model Performance for Predicting All 8 PWAT
Sub-Scores
The mean and standard deviation of the test accuracies,
weighted F1 scores, multi-class sensitivity and multi-class specificity from the 5 folds’ best results are shown in Table III(a).
The calculation of metrics including the weighted F1 scores,
multi-class sensitivity and multi-class specificity are defined in
II-D1. Our experimental design using these metrics is explained
in the second part of II-D2. All mean test accuracies and F1
scores were above 80% while the Patch Attention DenseNet
model performed better on some sub-scores than the others. The
Patch Attention DenseNet Model performed well for classifying
3 PWAT subscores: 3 (Nec Type), 5 (Gran Type) and 7 (Edges).
The mean test accuracies and F1 scores for these sub-scores
are high and relatively stable. Table III(a) also shows the mean
and standard deviation for the multi-class sensitivity and specificity. The multi-class sensitivity and specificity are the mean
sensitivity and specificity of all classes, which provides insight
into how well the model performs on each class. Although the
dataset is imbalanced, the means of all 8 multi-class sensitivity
are above 75% and the means of all 8 multi-class specificity are
above 87%, which shows that data imbalanced problem did not
significantly affect our models’ performance.
The mean for sub-scores 3 (Nec Type), 5 (Gran Type) and 7
(Edges) are relatively high and the standard deviation are low,
which means that these three sub-scores are acceptable. While
their means are all over 80%, methods to improve the results
of 5 of the PWAT sub-scores need exploring in future work.
Specifically, looking at the mean and variance of the boxplots,
the following are reasons to improve specific PWAT sub-scores.
1) The mean for sub-score 1 (Size) is low but relatively stable.
2) The mean for sub-score 2 (Depth) is relatively high but not
stable enough. 3) The mean for sub-score 4 (Nec Amount) is
low and not stable. This sub-score needs the most improvement.
4) The mean for sub-score 6 (Gran Amount) is high relatively
but not so stable. 5) The mean for sub-score 8 (Skin) is relatively
high but not so stable.
C. Box Plot Showing k-Fold Cross-Validation
Results of All 8 PWAT Sub-Scores
For each of the 5 folds, 3 results were generated, yielding a
total of 15 test results per PWAT sub-score. We studied the best
of the 3 iterations as well as all test accuracy results observed
for the 5 folds. Fig. 5(c) contains boxplots of the best result
among the 3 result iterations, as well as all 15 test results for
each PWAT sub-score. For each PWAT subscore, boxplots are
shown: 1) the best results and 2) all results. This yields a total
of 16 boxplots for the 8 PWAT sub-scores. The index number i
below each boxplot indicates that the boxplot corresponds to the
ith PWAT sub-score. For example, the first and second boxplots
are for the 5 best results and all 15 results respectively for PWAT
sub-score 1 (Size). Looking at Fig. 5(c), we can see that the
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Fig. 5. (a) Training and testing accuracy trajectory (Example 1) (b) Training and testing accuracy trajectory (Example 2) (c) Boxplot result for all 8
PWAT subscore (d) column 1 to 8 is PWAT sub-score 1 to 8; row A, B and C predicted correctly while row D and E predicted incorrectly.
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TABLE III
OUR MODEL’S RESULTS AND COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT MODELS

Patch Attention DenseNet model performed achieved a mean
accuracy >80% for all PWAT sub-scores. The distribution of
the 5 best and all results for all 8 PWAT sub-scores are mostly
above 80%. For PWAT sub-scores 3. Nec Type and 5. Gran Type,
the distribution range of the 5 best results and all 15 results were
small and close to each other. For sub-scores 6 (Gran Amount)
and 8 (Skin), the distribution range of the 5 best results and
all 15 results were close to each other but large. For sub-score
7 (Edges), the distribution range of the 5 best results is small
while the distribution range for its all 15 results were a little
larger.
D. Comparison of Variations of Our Proposed
Architecture With Baseline Methods
We also explored the effects of 1) varying the input image size on our proposed model’s accuracy 2) removing the
context-preserving attention mechanism from the model and 3)
Using alternate methods of combining results of patches instead
of our context-preserving method. Finally, Table III(b) shows
the training results of these experiments for PWAT sub-score
2 (Depth). In experiment 1 shown in Table III(b), we used
the standard Patch Attention DenseNet121 with 9 patches on
512 × 512 images. In experiment 2, we used the standard Patch
Attention DenseNet121 with 9 patches on 256 × 256 images. In
experiment 3, a standard DenseNet121 was used without patches
and attention mechanism on 256 × 256 images. In experiment
4, 5 and 6, a standard DenseNet121 took 9 patches from the
original images as input and estimated 9 results. Then we took
the average, maximum and mode respectively from these 9

results as the final result for the original images, where:
n

Average =

a1 + a2 + · · · + an
1
ai =
n i=1
n

Maximum = max (a1 , . . .., an )

(10)
(11)

and the mode is the value that appears most frequently in the set
of value. In experiment 7, a standard ResNet50 was used without
patches and attention mechanism on 256 × 256 images. The results shows that the standard Patch Attention DenseNet121 with
9 patches on 512 × 512 images performed best when compared
to other methods. DenseNet121 that used 9 patches from original
images improved the performance a little when comparing to
DenseNet121 without using patches. However, the standard
Patch Attention DenseNet121 outperformed the DenseNet121
that used 9 patches from original images but no attention mechanism. These results demonstrate that by leveraging contextual
information from other patches, our context-preserving attention
further improves the model’s performance. Table III(b) shows
that larger size images and the patch attention mechanism both
enhanced the Patch Attention DenseNet model’s performance.
E. Investigating Data Augmentation
We found that data augmentation did not consistently improve
our model’s performance (See Table IV(a)). ResNet50’s performance on some sub-scores improved (e.g. granulation amount)
while others worsened (e.g. depth). This was consistent with
our findings in our prior work [38], where we also found that
data augmentation did not consistently improve Bi-CNN’s [31]
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TABLE IV
DATA AUGMENTATION RESULTS AND CONFUSION MATRICES

performance on two PWAT sub-scores. Thus, we concluded that
data augmentation may not effectively enhance our models’
performance on our dataset and did not use it further.
F. Confusion Matrices
Table IV(b) and Table IV(c) show a sample of the confusion
matrices of the test set results for all 8 PWAT sub-scores.
Although there were 5 results from 5 folds in Table III(a), due
to space constraints, we only show the confusion matrices of the
best results of the 5 folds here. The numbers on the diagonal
position represent images classified correctly in the confusion
matrices. It is easily observed that the majority of test images
are on the diagonals of the confusion matrices. The misclassified
images mainly distributed beside the diagonal position. The
confusion matrices and the fact that the F1 score, which accounts
for imbalance does not vary significantly from accuracy show
that the imbalanced data does not significantly affect our models’
performance.
IV. DISCUSSION
Overall our proposed neural networks model was able to
assess all 8 clinically important wound attributes with accuracies
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and F1 scores of over 0.8. This is encouraging and implies
that at the click of a smartphone camera button, a non-expert
wound nurse can receive clinically-valid, evidence-based wound
assessments (scores) on which to base treatment. Our ablation
rigorous study also shows that all aspects of the final model
were useful including the context-preserving attention and the
DenseNet backbone model. Our model performed well for
PWAT sub-scores 3 (Nec Type) and 5 (Gran Type), which
involved detecting a tissue type. This task is a texture pattern
matching problem, which prior work focused on and performed
well on. It also performed well for detecting the edges of wounds.
Although edge detection task is well studied in the literature
and neural networks have performed it well [39], our research
focused on analyzing clinically-important ranges of the shape
and tissues of the wound’s edges. Our model found sub-scores
in which the appearance of images within each sub-score bin can
be quite varied challenging to produce consistent, stable results.
These include Depth and surrounding skin viability sub-scores.
Sub-score 1 (size) is also challenging because it involves depth
perception from a 2D image, which is a somewhat ill-posed
problem.
High-resolution wound images can facilitate the detection of
fine-grained differences between wounds and should be utilized
when designing high-performance models. However, utilizing
high-resolution wound images with deep learning methods is
challenging due to limitations on memory and computational
resources. A simple alternative approach is to use small patches
with multi-crop evaluation. Small, high-resolution crops are
fed into standard models and the target label predictions from
all crops are averaged. However, preserving the global context
between individual patches is also important. We have extended
the simple multi-crop, patch approach by also incorporating the
global context between the local patches with a patch-based
attention mechanism.
Our model performed well for larger image sizes, which could
imply that we could achieve higher performance using larger
patches as smartphone cameras get more precise and available
GPU memory gets larger. The context-preserving patch-based
attention mechanism improved results, which implies that our
attention mechanism preserves global context, focuses on the
most predictive parts of a wound image and enables effective
global information exchange. However, data augmentation, a
widely-used technique to enhance performance did not consistently improve our results.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a deep learning photo-based method for
comprehensive wound assessment that was based on a comprehensive, clinically-valid wound grading rubric. Prior work
was limited because they 1) Assessed a single wound type, 2)
Explored a few wound attributes, or 3) Focussed on the simpler
binary classification task of detecting the presence (yes/no)
of specific tissue types. We advanced the state of the art by
classifying which clinically-important tissue sub-types (e.g. type
of necrotic tissue) that occur in a wound, which is a challenging
fine-grained image classification task. We proposed a Patch
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Attention DenseNet deep learning architecture that is able to
estimate all 8 PWAT sub-scores. We applied transfer learning
to the Patch Attention DenseNet model to learn each of the
8 PWAT subscores separately The accuracy and the F1 score
achieved by our Patch Attention DenseNet architecture shows
that it generally works well on diverse wound types including
diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers, vascular ulcers and surgical
wounds.
In future work, we will research methods to improve the
PWAT-sub-scores our model did not perform well on, particularly Necrotic Amount. We will also explore other emerging
deep learning architectures for predicting PWAT wound subscores.
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